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Conference "Clinical Aucit", botanical Gardens,
6irmingham, a.m., 22nc i'.ovember 19C9.

The embarrassments in which the Covernment has involved

itself in its  attempts to reform the bational health Service

are traceable erorT to avoic the connotations of cause and effect

which the word "traceable" involves conveniietly analysable in 

terms of constitutional philosophy. rihLt is no reproach. The

aspiration in Platc'e Fi.epoblic for the p Thooer to become

kings or the kinEs philoochers is unreiec, and unrealisable,

because politicians and phil000phoro are eifferent types of beinE,

enEaEed in satisfyint: quite oiffercnt and potentially conflictirL

neecs of human ;Kinc.

The philosmpric concept at ,et;3keis "responsibility",

tetibeettdlidelth Service, encteo withic the framework and asurgs-

Lions  of our parliamentary ceocrac, aC,,e the Government in the

person  of the rdristen cf 'neraitn cr of State for i7ie,,..7t1.-", 

responsible for or unlimited ani: or.:.::firec: provision of healtn care.

To oischarEe  this resecfls. b lity, itencce(.-- him with the power to

raise revenue throu,h toe taxin4 ability of fovernment anc to siond

it in the manner which he orderE2c arti t'or which he hoe, to accpt

responsibility.

1hi resporoI:IL:tJ he coulC. not (evolve, cr Oelete, or

transfer. He  could not say: "Don't ask r..e; bl.coe So-and-So". 

He was on the hook of the rule cleivzr' is non r0t.est deleciarp

i.e. "a person who id' himself a de,b1 cannot deleLate actleore 

else". There was no bc-arr-bo eo eculd take the responsibility

which he bore, to ParliscLent are th ublic, for raisin::: and

spendin“ money. froli: this unlitee tetal ,esponsibility, 

two denegAttace  were made.

First,  he would rot be held responitle  for  the clinical



decisions of the members of the health professions whom he hired
4314

arc paid. ahere was a ricer to this derogation: he must not only

not overrule their decisions, but Le mbst render them physically

and financially practicable. in1 volvse an open and ..rapih6. 

contradiction, which by definitich cbula not be resolved arc

which had therefore tcbe igroredlAn//4/14;0411)-W/P;47X-11
~3441 Re-e'dThe othef derogation from unlimited and undefined vi

terial responsibility was that certain types

of health care was laic, locality by locality, upon certain bcOies

which, as they too like im werc electt ana ehoowed with taxin;,

power,could accept I,sr te oischare of those responsibilities a

burden treated as ifehtical in kLipc l.th that of the'Mintiter.

Alas and aleck, certral ;_avernment recently proceeded to limit

those authorities ta power sa. ovooly to take most of it

away altogether. (l'ou have .z)c-sso(z. ty now that the authorities

to whom I refer are tbose authorlid .dttute to levy a rate or 

to precept upon a rate-le,,)yinL tatrdrity.)

Such, then, ,kas s t'rie Pdral pealtn service, by inherent

necessity arc Cy the loL 6f the constitution. it was

never, be it noteo, a c',ordpoly; for never made a crime for

individuals to Puy ant sell healtP coca ty private treaty. ].'or care

thus bought are sold tpe kinisteL pet :(:)t :,ade responsible, cecause

ne neitr.er raised the cferey nor db.tecipep cr instructeb its expn-

Citure.

Governments ir real life 60 try tp bd d.posal7die thih6s; und

this Government has atteny tOn tb. c , nafr,ely, to transfer

away from itsell the reocor.oiu icy ;=Love defined) for com2re-

hersive health care uScer the Lsticnai Pfddith Senv,ce Acts, while

continuing to accept respensibilitdy fdr. raidinE t'ne relevant
a

resources. The attempt is bound to fall. Lecause it is self-

contradiction:. .



The form which it nas taken is that the Minister allocates

public money to certain persons or bodies and ther gives them a

kick in the pants with the wcrds, "i:cw you_ are responsible; be off 

with you!" He cannot de that. Dy the very fact of raising the

revenue and making allocation:0f it' ,he has unc:ertaken 

responsibility for its use. The recipients are persors or bodies

unelected and therefore not answerable to the public ir any way

known to our constitution. They carrot be voted cut or their

seats, nor voted cown in the House of (yebyr.ors. They are the cere

channels and faucets of t:ie politicElly rised public revenue wnich

the Minister in his res-,:opible cicretibh allocates to them.

When rational people erli ic o. latant absurdities as

this, there are c.cly explartior for their irrational behaviour. 

indeed, there are ir this case.

Health care is rot unibue aye the subjects for thich govern-

rents carry responsibili“y:.
1;4 Awe

the same ers, tcr intarce, There is no level ht

military outlay such tht it can arc.. to provice absolute or

total safety. Ict “i'vernerts puLlic expenditure upon 

defence with public ex4.cnCiture upci ctLer bAjects, 8.16 matpe

tolerably to escape rei_uciation. Lver l periods of rearmament,

the quantum of security vrocurable fco vet aCditional outlay

remains indetermirate. ttcct\ star care, atict. the public

outcry "we wart eik;:nt E.,pc we won't I b f.A:anted, was ro more than

a rule of thumb: leleon could no ;r3re orecify the numter of 

frigates welch sufficeair the c.T.rly 'Oe's than Fisher the number

of dreadnoughts in t'he early I9OC'.

Why then in respect or health (J:-;:rp is eovernment so keen to

shed/responsibility which it tear:,..:fr.:.r the application of potlic

revenues? This present EL.oveinent orctrin the last ter years

T'ise sorer. for it is not finite; but



been successfully able to shed respoesibility for the financing

and manEement of one incustry after another by transferring

ownership of the capital to orivote shoulders, so that reverc
covit

would no longer be raisen log* ai;c:Ji to tLem by Ministers: in-
stead, the satisfaction of pubile teeeee nOCic direct purchasing
power through profits tc the sue n: as owners upon coedit on of

their so manain6 the aseets as to meet demand efficiently. Into

a replica of this loical anc practleeele mechanism, the Government

has proceeded by a faiee ara •tteept to convert the

National health Geeeice, while e Lie ,mletelning tne principle

of it being firsiecee ect cibu:.-.17ee eemeeue. Left with tee 

responsibility ef 'LeeeleeLtie,_ ee ,tt.y total of public
revenue amonk euteeeleieeileto wrdch the 2e.:.; eas

to be decentraleee, te, eaveeemmLee attempted to imitate eee 

classical effecte ef ccepetitioe le tee' ,1-7ivate sector and so

secure allocatlor ee e eeeie re:;Lee e ,eeerformance, i.e. to 

efficiency iflpreeLl'Ir c  cc.

Th4 false acele, le te( L'eee ;J 7 eelen the reform of the
//1,id rifled

National healte Lereeee eee seee,•7 -Leee; measurement ce:
formance. The ir sector ne such

attempt to measure ccesueer eetie aei. es is requiree: i:refitedleity
takes account ol ore er.suratien.
The Goverrment 5chf7,t1 tLe , y c.,ther hanc necr,ssitats

a satisfactory Lci!..tIcr -,,hien this Conference

is concerned ;,,ith  dtL.Lin,  direct measurement of the inhertnt 7y un-
measurable and direct =1-)rison of the inherently uncomthile.

There is no fsci:,L save ptance cr the tuilt- iL
political rescocioliit ior t!:L. 2tirg ot the hoG 1-roul tbd

to bottom and from eiee to side, lee eeetion ane for utilisation
of finance. lhe decisions reeele ee Leet reoflet acuitrary, 

like those of the :.,e-oretery of aeeee ;Lee- iiefenee, bet with tees



o practical difference, that Heeilth care is delivered by  the healing

professions in a sense in 'wlich tne armed forces, olbeit also

professional, co not Heliver deferce. There is ne more clejectve

basis for the symbiosis between the responsible politicians and

the  healing professions than that tie cecisions shall appear in

all the circumstances tc both sides te he reasonable anb chefensiP'ie.

It is that symbiosis, based upon the assuption of reasonableness

and fefensibility, which has traLicsily eroken ° own in the last two

years.



NOT FOR PUBLICATION OR REFERENCE

TO CONTENT BEFORE TIME OF DELIVER.Y

Extract from speech by the Rt Hon. J
. Encch Powell, MBE,

to the Annual Dinner of the Orpingto
n Conservative

Association at the mancr Restaurant,
 Biggin Hill, Surrey

at 7•45 p.m., Friday, 17th November,
 1989.

Many recent political controversies 
have turned upon the issue

of jurisdiction. Jurisdiction is the principle that an alleged

effender must be tried, if not also 
punished, within the territory

in which he allegedly committed his 
offence, under the law obtaining

in that territory at that time,and b
y the acknowledged judicial

authority of that territory. Locked at from a different standpoin
t,

--+

the principle of jurisdiction is insisting on the coincidence of

sovereignty with a precise territory
. In this it is closely allied

with the principle which historicall
y unCerlay our law of citizen-

ship, namely, that birth within the 
jurisdiction is the essential

qualification for an individual's civic status.

This principle of jurisdiction has b
een coming under heavy

attack from many directions, with th
e danger that its fundamental

importance for justice and the rule 
of law is discounted and that

we begin to accept bad law to our ow
n harm.

Happily, the most flag.ant instance 
of what I am talking about

is still a proposal, though a propos
al widely and evenly passionately

urged. The law of England, it is proposed, e
ught so to. tel—a-It-efZU-

that persons can bs tried by English
 courts for crimes allegetly

committed outside the jurisdiction o
f the United Kingdom. The

casawhich raised this proposal included among 
others the alleged

murder in France in 1940 by a German
 officer of British soldiers

taken prisoners-of-war - they happen to belong, in fact, to
 my own

regiment.

Debate on these ideas is complicated by the fact that, alo
ne

amcng crimes, murder committed outsi
de the jurisdiction is triable

in Britain if, buttnly if, the alleg
ed murderer was at the material

time ncrmally subject to British jur
isdiction. This atmittet
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anc)maly created by statute would not hewever justify the

flagrant breach of principle proposed cy rendering persons

retrospectively amenable here in Britain who wore not amenable

at the time of their alleged effences.

Even more insidious is proving to be the state of public

alarm about effences connected with drug-dealing and terrorism.

That the police forces cf different countries assist one another
hend

with information and in other ways. to appre/ persons liable to

be brought tc trial by them cr be made by them the subject of an

is right and proper
application for extradition/. This has led illogically to the mis-

taken notion of something envisaged as an international offence,

whereby crimes cemmitted in one jurisdiction would become triable

and punishable in another.

The way to this cenfusion was undoubtedly paved by the

grape surrender which Britain made in 1972 - a surrender which

there are signs that the general public and perhaps the Government

itself are now beginning to regret and wish to revoke - when the 

ceurts of the United Kingeem were eeclared by Parliament to be

henceforward subordinate to an external court, namely, the Court of

the European Econeikic community, whose judgements weuld be binding

upon British courts and enforceable by them. Even that surrender,

far-reaching and drastic though it was, hao bcun preceded by an

411earlier surrender, which curiously the Heuse of Commons has never
been permitted te debate. Thereby an external ceurt, namely, the

European Court ef Human Rights, was ,cranted by treaty, though not

by statute, overriding and in practice unlimited jurisdictien over

thin. s and persons in the United Kingdem. In ccnsoquence nothing

is eommener nowadays than tr hear thcse who arc aggrieeo by the

decision of a British ceurt threaten, ane carry cut the throat,

to refer the matter to the European Court of Human EiEhts, a court

which is not enc ef her Majesty's courts, Coes net sit within the

jurisdiction, and Oces net interpret dr apply the law of England
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or of Scotland. The principle of jurisdiction could hardly bo

more directly repudiated or the repudiation more blatantly

flaunted.

When people like myself or your Nember of Parliament lift

up their voices to defend the peinciple of jurisdiction and warn

a,iainst the evils that will flow from neglect ef it, we are commonly

suspected of indulging in legal pedantry. The taunt of being a

legal pedant is a cheap and easy one te cast at a barrister, but

a lay politician is well entitled to repel it. The principle of
is no quibble. It

jurisdiction/reaches right down tc the roots cf society, to that
— —

great political mystery of all mysteries: why do the members of a

O society obey its laws and submit to be governed by its institutiGn2?

It is certainly not through fear or ferce: the hold of mere

brute force upon human beings is tenuous and brief.'men are geverned

through their minds and above all through that part of their being

which is metaphorically described as their "hearts". Probably the

ultimate causes aPe buried millennia deep in the evolutionary

history of that social animal, man; but recognizing that probability

does not excuse us from the exercise of introspectien. We ubey cur

laws because we feel them to be our laws, we submit to be gevernee

by our institutions because we feel them te be cur. institutions.

They are identified with us, intuitively and emetionally, because

. 411we are, we think, part and parcel of them and they of us. If there

has to be a word found for that emotion, the wcrd is not se much

"affectien" as "leve". From the psalmist declaring "I love Tny

commands abcve geld" to the Pjrates ef Penzance, who surrender te

the police protesting that "With all cur faults we leve cur Queen° .

no substitute for the netien er the name has been found.

It is true that evidence tc support or rebut an accusation

is most reliably to be found where the alleged offence was committc

justice belongs at the location et' offence, gut that logic dues not

get to the heart of jurisdiction. court is 7cknowledged, a judge
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is acknowledged, the verdict cf a jury is acknowledged, because

the person judged is judged by his own. In the old phrase, he

has "put himself upon the country". That is why there is so close

an affinity between jurisdiction and allegiance, the term 
which

denotes the natural and spontaneous impulse tc obey. It was an

unhappy hour when in 1948 we allowed our citizenship to be severed

from cur allegiance; and we have been made to suffer severely for

the mistake. The voice of the tempter is now being raised tc

persuade us to divorce justice from jurisdiction, and juri
sdiction

from allegiance. That way lies the substitution of force for

ill
affection, and the breaking of the invisible bond that hol

ds human

society t gether.



Extract from 'Monday Club lecture by the Et Hon.

J. Enoch Powell, MBE, at the Grosvenor Hotel,

Victoria, S.W.1, at 7.15 p.m., Wednesday, 15th
November, 1989.

Bewildering changes taking place on the other side 
of the

Channel have resurrected, as never before since the 
mid 19th

century, the question of nation. Perhaps we ought not to be so

surprised at this, seeing that the shape of modern 
Europe still owes

more to the peace settlement after the First World 
War than to the

violent military occupations which marked the end o
f the Second

World War. The date which the former Baltic nations, Estonia,

Latvia and Lithuania, arreTget to commemorate is 192
0. The movements

in Eastern and South-Eatern Europe are re-opening t
he partition

4/0 of the Austro-Hungarian Empire after 1918 and, further back, the

involvement of the European great powers in the break-

 

up of the Ottoman Empire in the Balkans in the 187C
s.

We have lived sc long under American hegemony with 
the bloc

concepts "East and "West", that we have grown Unfamiliar with the

question which tormented the 19th century and which
 President Woodrow

Wilson propounded to the war-weary ex-combatants in '919: "Just

what is it that makes a nation?" His answer, though it contained a

large element of truth, was haunted by the besettin
g American fault

of over-simplification. It was, in effect: "You ask them, count up

the votes, call it a plebiscite, and that will show
 up the nations".

41,With a bit of pushing and shovinE, that method gave the modern world
Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, and - yes, and - Poland

. That roll-call

is enough by itself to warn us that the Wilsonian c
oncepts, "freedom

and justicetnd self-government amongst all the nati
ons cf the world"

(S18) or "the liberation of all peoples" (1919) or Wilson
's own

Fourth Principle, "all well-defined nations' aspirations shall be

accorded the utmost satisfaction that can be accord
ed them without

introducing new or perpetuating old elements of dis
cord and antagon-

ism'', were defective for practical purposes. In fact, they gave the
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game away: the answer to "what is a nation?" was 'Back to Square

One" with a vengeancei

The massive and to an outside observer spontaneous demaBtrationa

in Central and Eastern Europe of a will to self-determination are

not the outcome of patient and clinical application of abstract

principles in a vacuum. They are force, the force of a shared

sentiment, which is crashing through all existing political barriers
,

If a nation is that grouping of people which demands self-government
demands

or, more precisely,/not to be governed from outside the grouping,

then nationality stands revealed as a natural force and nation as a

thing defined by acknowledged irresistibility.

It was not to be expected that we here in Britain would remain

immune from the effects of all this turmoil. Our situation is highly

curious. Two distinct developments arc in progress. The state,

by which I mean the internationally recognized entity called the

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, had in 1972

proclaimed ifs renunciation of self-government in the most compre-

hensive and formal manner possible. That renunciation has now been

called into question at the highest levels of government, on the

ground that the United Kingdom ought to be a self-raoverning entity 
-

is, in other words, a nation state. Simultaneously the boundaries

of that state are publicly a matter of internal dispute. In

,Northern Ireland, tne government of the United Kingdom has itself

0 accorded by treaty to another state the right to counsel, influence

and interfere, while a substantial part of the population of

52eotland is alleged to be no :Longer content to belotg to the United

Kingdom at all.

This predicament is complicated by the fact that the United Kin

dem is a parliamentary state: its theorctical basis is that g,overn-

ment rests upon the consent of the people as expressed through the

election of a representative assembly. Such consent has hitherto

rendered acceptable the exercise by government through that
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assembly of functions cn which nc other leEal lim
itation is placed,

derived as they are from a prescriptive competence vested
 in the

Crown. Thus the boundaries of the United Kingdom itself 
are defined

decision to be
by peeple's / represented in the Parliament of the United Kingd

om.

historicThe/achievement of Britain has been to replace ph
ysical duress as

the unifying element in a nation by parliamentary
 representation.

The very uniqueness and success of that achieveme
nt hitherto can

easily breed carelessness and incifference; for the crucial factor

which sustains it can bE undermined if insufficie
ntly understood or

valuec. 
_

In practice, the wildest misconceptions pass current-------

0 component parts of the United Kingdom. Northern Ireland has enjoyed 

since 1977 the ri,ht to equal representation in Parliament which

had been withdrawn from it in 1920 when, aEainst Unionist opposition
,

a separate government and parliament were establi
shed in the province.

has
The seventeen seats by which Northern Ireland/ be-n represented

since 1983 at Westminster are demarcated impartia
lly upon the same

principles as the rest, anu elections to them tak
e place on the same

franchise under the same electoral law. In every constitutency the

el ctorate has been offered the opportunity, if i
t wishes, to elect

a candidate who stands on the basis that, if elec
ted, he or she would

net attend Parliament. Out of the seventeen constituencies of

. Northern Ireland, sixteen in these circumstances
 have elected

0 persons who undertake to go to Parliament: in one cnly have the

majority used their votes to repudiate Parliament
 by electing a

candidate pledged not to take his s-at. Thus is Northern 

Ireland, upon the process and principles which un
derlie a parliemen-

taey state, declared freely, openly and overwhelm
ingly by its people

to be a part of the nation. The sole exception cut cf the seventeen

constituencies is nct, as some might expect, a constituency situ
atcei

on the frontier with the Irish Republic: it is West Belfast, a con-

stituency nut only in the heart of the province b
ut a constituency
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much smaller in the size cf its el
ectorate than any of the others.

Nevertheless, in the face of this 
overwhelming verdict, one

government after another in the la
st twenty years has deliberately

treated Northern Ireland as no mor
e than prcvisiena;ly and margin-

ally a part of the United Kingdom 
and procded, and continues to

pre ceed, to treat and govern it in
 a way unlike any other part, a

centempt of the basic nature of th
e British state prejudicial to

faith and confidence in it on the 
part of its remaining citizens.

The same criteria are fully applica
ble to the country which

two-hundred-and-eighty years ago opted to form with Engla
nd one

united parliamentary state. Those who deny that option still t
o be

•he preference ef the Scottish pee
 le can put their proposition

0 the test at any time. Let them put forward candidates wh
o say,

"Vote for me. If you elect me, I undertake not t
o go to Westminste

Scottish

and see if those candidates get cl
ectecl. The so-called/nationalists

de not de that; they dare not - and why? They know they would not

be electeo. So upon the process and principles
 of a parliamentary

state the electorate cf Scotland s
till opts continuously and validly

to maintain its membership of the 
United Kingdom. It is a decision

as manifest as it is unconstrained,
 a ccntract the very strength of

which is that the parties to it ar
e free and able to: one it at any

moment.

however, it i3 n t from Belfast, i
t is not from Edinburgh,

411 that the national integrity of the
 United Kingdom is most seriously

called in question. It is called in question most seri
cusly  by

UK's
these who deny the/right to parlia

mentary self-government. Until

ef late the existence ef that deni
al has been darJ-ereusly ignored -

until the stridency of those who v
oiced it grew loud enough to con-

stitute a warning. We are not self-governed if we are
 governed by

others; that is tautology. .10 acquiesce in government by others

is therefore to will the end cf th
e nation state. Persons premin nt

in public life, including some who
 recently wore or still are
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members of the Government, have got into the habit of proclaiming

that intention openly. "An evolutionary approach to economic

and monetary union" was the title of the paper issued by the new

Chancellor of the Exchequer. It was intended to fuer.:,-e the un-

a
bridgeable antithesis between self-government and/"union"

with ether formerly self-governing naticns. The method was the

assertion cf a falsehooe. Freedom of competiticn, the White Paper

assertec, "contributes cver time tc convergence cf eccnomic

performance". The opposite to that statement is the truth.

The whole basis and justification of free competition in trade

greater
is that it promotes/specialization, greater differentiation,

. greater concentration by each national region upon the thim4s it

411does best. Union is not an economic but a political concept: the

attainment of it involves necessarily tho destruction of the nation

state.
destruction for

That/is a decision/which this parliamentary nation state can

sanction
only obtain Preem the electors when they are crcatino a new repre-

sentation in Parliament. Submission of that question to them in

a suficiently clear form for their decision to be valiely taken

has been brought nearer by recent political developments. In that,

there can be no occasion for regret.



SERP,Oh AT KEtLE COLLLCic,

5th I ovemper

"As we forgive them that trespass against us".

It is of course a clause from the Lord's Prayer ir N:atthew
1•4-44-4 vi-4;40fti"./4 tv-t q i'V: 0.744-efj:

6.2 2.__, a prayer which 1,ark omitted from his bock altogether thouch

Luke cid nct. hardly anyone, I imagine, prorources that clause

without a twinge cf insincerity. There are three possible causes

for that twinge. The first difficulty is hew to be.sure .that cre
erijrivLivkif

has forgiven a wrong. which, in corsequerce of cursei we nave not

forgotten. We have been wallov.ing ir. this Cifficuy g.ri recent

C~K-G47.4,A.06ek-ei-a-e-e-a-E*4-6,4-s which re-evokec the events of World ar ii, when We r ave

gone around telling ourselves arc ore another that we have forgiver

the Germans, though we nave not of ceurse forgotten, what they a a

to Coventry, arc forgiven the Japanese, though not of course forgotte

‘111/ what they aic toAlb prischerszon the burma-Siam railway.

Our seccnc difficulty is to cisccver a palpable wrong which

is not also a crime. if a man slaps my face, that is common assault

and a creach cf the Queer's peace, to be cealt with, if necessary,

in the case of he-ira v X. i'areon cit that is the same thing ".:S 

forgiveness) can proceec only from the offended, which in ths case

arc all sutstantial cases oC injury cc tne CroiAn - or, r you trefe

the state. So we rind c rselves ci tons cohnivng in a crime arc 

preventing:. its cue punishment or ei.se limiting foriveress to the

overlooking of a snide remark or some other such miner cause of

offence. It might ever de posfilblE to ',:ic(f-r tne scope of forinCr.eas 

to incluce the voluntary carcelIatich of a CeLt

'ibis is ,ce point at uhf eh the EE:ccr.c C±t 'iculty ruts sroucher

with the thirc. II hatthew ,juriem" :,her he wrote sects

arc "i jurers" when he -,:rote "c:eLtcrs', there war othira that 

,f.4ec him to write ncetts' ahh The'L.tor:Y arc thus to make the

2



statement that God will not cancel all our cebts owed to Him until we 

have cancelled all tle debts owed to us. Admittedly Luke substituted

wrongdoing cr "sins" for "debts" in the first clause; but any textual

critic will confidently tell you which reading, Ivlatthew's or Luke's,

must be original.

So there it is: "remit our bebts, as we have cancelled all

debts due to us". Quite deliberately, quite precisely, that is what
5 oLOt)

the text nays, and we have to come to terms with it.

I lock back with ro satisfaction upon having pointed out trat

nobody can sincerely say the Lord's Prayer without having first

torn up any Treasury notes in his wallet, and that, since the can-

cellation of debts would signify the end cf all banking and commer-
be

cial activity, the Prayer must have belonged, and/exclusively

appropriate, to a society so unworldly that in it to lend was to

give and that no personal or private property could exist. Since

then I admit I have come to believe the proper contextual under-

standing to be different.

The Christian Church of the first century was riven by a

cispute which divided the contenders into bitterly polemical

opponents. Me issue v)6.S- whether fulfilment of the Jewish Lav naceikAl„,

4-1,* been abrogated as the conoition preceeent for admission to Christ's

kingdom. The cne party contended that it had not, arc that the

Kingdom would be exclusively for the htecus", those obedient tc 

the Law. Ine other party maintained that God's mercy had indeed

abrogated an anyhow unfulfillable condition, whereby the Kingdom

had become open to the gentiles. It was a dispute conducted to a

large extent in code, includire codenames for the respective

contestants. hosea's attri ution to God cf the ceclaration (b.b)

"I desire mercy and not sacrifice' provided two key items e-r thJt

code. Cod's compassion, or mercy uas to aeroate the

-tract of the Law retween his arC, complete performance

of the Law, cccerame (672,4-1 was rof required.



The conflict was brought to cris , point by an event. In

AD 70 the Temple was destroyed by the homans. 0oe's will, it

could now be claimed, was patent, the sacrifices of the Temple
/

could no longer by offerec, gvainelc become physically un-
'-

per formable ; God 's mercy 6-A,60; ) would from row henceforward

flow beyond the confines of the Law. The historical crisis of the

fall cf Jerusalem forced arother issue to a conclusion. That issue

concerned the identity of Jesus: soh of David or son of God,

saviour of Israel or saviour of the the gentile as well
/46241

as the Jewish world': If so, V:Els hiE death the ultimate fulfilment.

the final 0.vcriii4 t.nd so tne proof of God's mercy and forgiveness?

Out of the crucible of this decate came the gospel in the

earliest form in which we know it, replete with the excitement and

the bitterness of contention, written in the cocewords of the debate

for those who understood the code. an6 ready,to subordinate iop-ic,

order and literary form to the message which those who wrote it

111 -tra-tto convey. ihe Jews must not refuse the mercy of God, who

offered to cancel the unfulf llatle obliF.ation of conformity with

the Law. but if they accepted the offer, surely they could not

enforce that obligation upon others to whom God's mercy was also

offered? "Deots" are code for the requirements of the Law; but
4.-etA-

the moral logic the metaphor of t e cone: you carrot enforce

upon others the obligatilhs which you have yourselves been relieved.

Christianity is a historical rellior. ,Ae ought not to te

e_afraid to replaci-pr‘g its commands in thcfp historical context.

shall receive them back newly iiiuminated :_,nc no longer contaminated

by the consequences of attemptir, to 1-o:'ce them into contexts ,;:n on

only contortion will make t em nt . Ine (_nristdan cuty of forfrivehes:-.:

arises hot as legalism 't'ut cut of

am i to tehave to my relIcs men':

e re;tuGitlor of iegailsrhow

4 s to be the Lchaviour of tnose

who know that they nave themselves receec. [Leroy. ihe injunctios
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is not codified in detail, because ty ite rature it cannot be

codified in detail. It is re accident that in Ratthew (7./2

the words "for this is the law arc the ,prol.:.hets" immeqiately

Mti.../.1-crevge-Girv-4.4/  ,434.ept,4(

fol(ow tne so—called Golder huLe

A%) ‘)u,G44 1!",t1.4.4e4
reac the gospel with alert and ircuisitive minds is to 

exercise a curiosity which cur faith cannot require 0, us to suppress.

We may in doing so come upon the traces of a process in human history

to which the arrival of the gospel fi the ancient world is attributable

If we do se., there is a fallacy of which, in all humility, it

behoves us to beware, because we demcnstrate that what was originally

said in one context has since been uncerstece in a different context,

we Ceceive ourselves arc others if 1,-c suppose we have thereby emptied

it of meaning, cf teauty, of persuasiveness, ever, cf authority.

'hese will remain cut of reach of the critic and the historian.

it is so with the unfathomable opli G, on cf the Christian to
CI 

forgive.
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I want to draw the attention of my fellow members of the Club,
/a,01/n ee-hot? A144-0/414I " ,0-2!..-c .)----et,,

whoT/I apologize for ad-d-r-e-s-s-i-ng by -a—t-rlrt-n/

I^ /ae:o4t4,0:v
Zt444-.B.4114441q to ge-s,eew, to a distinct phenomenon of political

behaviour, which I think they may find as curious as I do. If a

term has to be invented for it - one exists already,

unbeknowns to myself - I would designate it "policy inertia". 

I hope it will not be found the less interesting because the case

I intend to describe and examine relates to that unpopular part of

the United Kingdom whose inhabitants persist, by a majority of

sixteen constituencies to one, in voting to be represented in and

governed under the Parliament of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.

Britain emerged from World War I with two impressions

zav.tz,r1le-6--dp-achifs collective mind. The war had been won - though 2

only narrowly at the time of the submarine blockade of the British

Isles in 1917 - for two reasons, as it seemed. The self-governing

nations (for as such they had matured to full recognition) of the

British Empire had come voluntarily and massively to the aid of the

mother country. That was the first impression of a crucial factor.

The second was that the United States had thrown its weight into

the Allied scale. How were these two factors to be made sure of

again, when - rather than, if - the German War was resumed? That

question elicited two supposed imperatives, though neither of them

was eventually to stand the test of time. First, the Empire - or

at least the Old Dominions, though India could hardly be forgotten -

must be converted into a British Commonwealth which, although com-

prising wholly self-governing independent states, would continue

to be a political entity towards the outside world. Secondly, the

United States must be coralled - the word which we nowadays use is
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"coupled" - into the status quo on the continent of Europe through

membership of the League of Nations. While Britain was contemplating

these two supposed imperatives, it was reminded of the unfinished

business of Irish Home Rule, embalmed since the far-off world of

1914 in the still suspended Government of Ireland Act, 1912, but

converted de facto into Irish 26-county independence by the 

Khaki Election of 1918, when the 75 constituencies of what later

became the Irish Free State had voted themselves out of the United

Kingdom. Hitherto Irish Home Rule had been an expedient for

squaring a circle in the domestic politics of the UK, i.e. solving

the problem of a House of Commons which contained over seventy

Members bent upon not belonging to it; but the Great War and the

new imperatives of British policy derived from it had spirited

Ireland into the context of the Commonwealth and of Anglo-American

relations. A Britain bent upon converting Empire into Commonwealth

could hardly set out upon the task by first recognising a new

foreign state upon its own doorstep. If self-governing dominions

like Canada could be contented and loyal, so (ran the defective

logic) could be a self-governing Dominion of Ireland. Anything

short of that, as Sir Edward Grey assured Lloyd George when leaving

for America as envoy plenipotentiary to Woodrow Wilson, would be no

good for the purpose of humbugging a reluctant United States into

the League of Nations.

So there had to be a wholly self-governing Dominion of Ireland

in the British Commonwealth. But if 26 counties opted out of the

UK altogether and the remaining six counties refused to have anything

to do with government from Dublin, how was that objective to be

achieved? It was at this point that Britain adopted the expedient

which "policy inertia", the subject of this paper, has maintained

in existence, if not in full vigour, down to the present moment,

regardless of the unimaginable vicissitudes which were to fill the

seventy years between 1919 and 1989. It was a basically simple
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expedient. Take Home Rule 1912-style, force it separately upon

the 26 and the six counties, tell them that as soon as they start

behaving like sensible people (that is, behaving in a way convenient

for Britain) and converging together, they can have the real thing,

but meanwhile treat them as far as possible as if they had got the

real thing already.

Of course, it didn't work, though not working never interferes

with "policy inertia". The people of the 26 counties spewed Home Rule

bloodily out of their mouth and forced Britain to acknowledge them

in reality as a completely independent state but in pretence as a

fully self-governing Canada-type member state of the British

Commonwealth. From the heights of hallucination into which that

pretence was obliged to soar I will mercifully avert your gaze.

Meanwhile, under threat of physical exclusion from their own country,

the six counties in the North East of Ireland were compelled to

acquiesce in being both in and out of the United Kingdom at the same

time; but they spewed out of their piece of Home Rule the machinery

for convergence with the rest of Ireland that had been built into it.

"Never mind", said the British, "our plan is going nicely, and

we will just treat Northern Ireland as if it were actually a

dominion". This was not only unlawful, being contrary to the express

terms of the Government of Ireland Act, 1920, with which the Speaker's

conflicted
ruling/chat thenceforward no matter could be raised in the House of

Commons which could be raised in the Parliament of Northern Ireland.

It was exactly the same as what Britain, with what were eventually to

be horrific consequences, was doing in Southern Rhodesia, which,

though constitutionally only a colony, the UK treated as nearly as

possible as if it were a Canada-style self-governing member of the

British Commonwealth. The analogy, which was actually drawn at the

time,between Southern Rhodesia and Northern Ireland and its effect

upon subsequent events in both countries would form an admirable

subject for a doctoral dissertation (would it not?) in one of our



Departments of Politics.

Preoccupation with the de facto independence to be accorded

to home rule-Northern Ireland ran of course clean counter to the

hope and expectation that coalescence with the Irish Free State

would be the unavoidable fate of the statelet created with just

that object in the north.of the island. In fact, the statelet was

permitted so to entrench itself that with the progress of time the

inhabitants of Northern Ireland came to see what was called

"Stormont" no longer as the relic of a failed operation for

achieving an all-Ireland dominion, but as the guarantee, whether

or not intentionally provided, of Ulster remaining part of the

United Kingdom. It was a paradox and irony of which, as years

went by, public and political awareness was bound to diminish. In

later years, especially after the Second World War, when the

generation of politicians on whom the Stormont constitution had

been forced and who had disappointed its creators by adminis-te-Fifig

it successfully in the 1920's and 1930's had passed away, the

unionist pedple of Northern Ireland came to regard their self-

government - or "devolution", as it was to be tendentiously termed -

not as a device by which they were to be severed from the rest of

the United Kingdom but as a guarantee and protection of their

right to be part of it.

The British state, however - or is it the English state? -

which has a long and tenacious memory, never forgot that the objec-

tive in treating Northern Ireland uniquely was the indirect one of

creating an all-Ireland state. "Why", Lloyd George had asked Sir

James Craig in 1919 at a crisis in the negotiations with Collins

over what was to be the Irish Free State treaty, "do you not simply

send your thirteen Members of Parliament to Dublin instead of to

Westminster?" The consummation was not to be so easily snatched.

"Because", replied Sir James, "we have already made the ultimate

sacrifice" - in accepting, he meant, a home-rule constitution for
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Northern Ireland separately, even though within the United Kingdom.

Memory was briefly jogged when in 1938, and again in 1939,
something more than benevolent neutrality was being sought from the

Irish Free State in face of the threatened and subsequently the

actual resumption of the German War; but the mechanical device

designed for procuring the necessary quid pro quo of an all-Ireland

state - though by now it was plainly illusory to imagine that state
as a dominion in the Commonwealth - was hopelessly out of gear. The

Northern Ireland state, which had been so sedulously treated as a

quasi-dominion itself, could not practicably be passed across the

counter like a parcel of goods. So the answer had to be 'Nothing

doing' - an answer that mattered less after the Battle of Britain

and after Hitler's switch from defeat in the West to destruction

in the East.

From the Second World War Britain emerged with preoccupations

curiously similar to those after 1918. The prospective military

danger was no longer, indeed, from Germany; but the Cold War in

which Britai.n engaged with Russia provided an even more cogent

need for American involvement and approval than in the old days of

1919 and the League of Nations. The new alliance - NATO - proved

to be every bit as sensitive to the strategic position of the

island of Ireland on Europe's Atlantic flank as Britain had been

in 1919 after the experience of the German submarine campaign -

did not the Russians have plenty of submarines, too, and nuclear-

powered at that? - and the Casement episode connected with the

failed putsch of Easter 1916.

A tentative exploration, however, in the years 1948-1952

revealed that transfer of Northern Ireland into an all-Ireland

state was still the essential precondition for the Irish Republic

(as it had now become) even considering any question of abandoning
its neutrality and joining the North Atlantic Alliance. As at the

time Russia had not yet drawn level with the United States in
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nuclear and space technology, the matter di
d not appear to justify

reactivation of the old mechanism designed 
for producing an all-

Ireland state. So the question was dropped again until the
 1960's,

when affairs began to wear a different comp
lexion because of two

developments: first, Russia was achieving parity (or wors
e) in

space with the United States; and, secondly, in the Atlantic,

where the possibility of prolonged warfare 
was now envisaged,

anti-submarine surveillance and targeting 
and the collection of

intercept intelligence material were focuss
ing attention firmly

upon the island of Ireland, where the coast
line of the Republic

subtended a huge sector northwards, southwa
rds and westwards. In

these circumstances Irish co-operation appe
ared sufficiently vital

attempt to

to obtain from America's most compliant all
y an undertaking to //

deliver fulfilment of the precondition in 
the for* of an all-Ireland

state.

Britain was back to 1918. The old blueprint, somewhat thumbed,

was still on the drawing board. Thus no critical attention had to

be focussed upon practicability or alternat
ives. The simplest

course was to hand the blueprint to the eng
ineers again and tell

them to get on with the job, the more so as
 Ireland was now, in

contrast with the early 1920's, no longer 
a vote-winner or a vote-

loser in the domestic politics of Great Bri
tain. After fifty years

the quasi-dominion of Northern Ireland had 
been long absent from

the political scene. The unremembered flaws in the blueprint did

not diminish the contractors' optimism. So Britain in the mid 1960's

committed itself to deliver, if not the abs
olute achievement of an

all-Ireland state, at any rate sufficient 
evidence of "progress"

towards it - "progress" in that sort of con
text is a working cliche-

tool of the British Foreign Office - to be 
accepted as a "payment on

account" in NATO's bargaining with the Iri
sh Republic.

There was admittedly an element of deceptio
n on the part both

of Her Majesty's Government and of the gov
ernment of the Irish

Republic. Britain was offering a prospect in lieu of 
substance,
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while the representatives of the Irish Repub
lic reckoned that the

prospect would yield enough useful results i
n their internal

politics without them having directly to fac
e and directly to

refuse a request publicly to abandon the Rep
ublic's neutrality.

So the USA has been duped by both sides - bu
t that is not an unusual

experience for a nation so gullible and cred
ulous in its external

activities!

What constitutes the interest from the point
 of view of the

political student is that through all the vi
cissitudes of a quarter

of a century from the mid 1960's to the pres
ent, the Government as

represented by the Northern Ireland Office h
as continued to implement

the same unaltered formula.

I do not intend to bore you with a blow by b
low account

of the successive phases. I will only cite two datable moments.

One was when at the General Election in 1979
 Mr S. A. Cook on the

Ulster desk at Conservative Central Office i
nserted into candidates'

literature a precise description of the form
ula (which ran counter

to public statements by the Leader and the s
hadow Secretary of

State for Northern Ireland) together with an
 intimation that the

incoming Conservative government would be un
der severe pressure to

switch to it. The second datable event is the Anglo-Irish 
Agreement,

signed on 15 November 1985, which actually e
mbodies the blueprint in

specific terms.

What is impressive is that the "policy inert
ia" continued to

operate despite the personal distaste of a P
rime Minister who

understands the impracticability of securing
 an all-Ireland state

by this method and the increasing dispositio
n of the Foreign Office

to treat adherence to a failing blueprint as
 the responsibility of

the Northern Ireland Office rather than thei
r own. In these

circumstances the question arises as to how an operation, 
once set

to travel on its own tramlines, is ever in p
ractice derailed,

especially when it has become a departmental
 vested interest. It
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would be tempting to suppose that derailment occurs when the original

motives have ceased to operate; but I have come to have too much

respect for the power of the "inertia" to espouse that hope too

eagerly. We are indeed witnessing at this moment a transformation

in the strategy and prospects of NATO which would logically remove

the original occasion for the Anglo-Irish-American pact of the mid

1960's. It would however need the Government and the Foreign Office

to embrace that transformation more enthusiastically than I antici-
counter-

pate, in order to / mand the consequences, still continuing by

"inertia", of perceptions which have been outgrown.

The greater probability is that until some still unpredictable

jolt occurs, the tram will continue its juggernaut-like blood-

stained course as originally projected.
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Extract from
Speech by the Rt Hon. J. Enoch Powell, MBE, to the
Derhy south Conservative Association Dinner at the
Friary Hotel, Derby, at 8 p.m., Friday, 27th October,

1989.

The Prime Minister of the United Kingdom made a speech a year

ago at Bruges on behalf of Her Majesty's Government. A week ago the

Emperor of Europe, styled President of the European Commission, made

a speech at Bruges, to which we should be wise to pay attention.

"Europe", he said, (meaning presumably the member states of the

European Community), "should develop a federal structure precisely

in order to protect its political pluralism".

411 If we do not understand what was being said to us there, we

have only ourselves to blame. The structure of the European Community,

to which our Parliament in 1972 transferred all, repeat all, its powers

without reservation, is not a federal structure. It is a unitary

structure. No residuary powers are secured by it to the institutions

of the member usticns, unlike for instance America, where the spheres

of authority of the several states and of the federation are defined

inviolably by the constitution. There is no such division of powers

under the Treaties of Rome and Brussels or the Single European Act

of 1986. Under those treaties there are no .5ubjects on which the

Community is prevented from overriding the member nations.

Now comes along M. Delors in 1989 and tells us that all this

. 0 ought to be changed. The Community, he says, ought to be turned into

a federation, in which the institutions of the component nations will

have powers reserved to them. What powers precisely, he did not ex-

plain, vouchsafin(Ogo use his word, that they would be subsidiary".

This is all fascinating stuff. The media, which never troubles

to think about what they are reporting, tilleeM. Delors' speech as a

"rebuff" to the Prime Minister. "Delors scorn for Thatcher views"

ran one headline which I saw. Don't you believe it. The President of

the Commission is attempting to climb down. In the face of the United



2AKingdom's announcement that co-operation, not integration, is the
4-

710r
form in which we will in future conduct our relations with t

he

Community, the President of the Commission declares that the
 nation

states ought to have at least the prctected positien ef the 
cempenent

parts in a federation. Make no mistake. Cenfronted with Britain's

determination, the European Community is already preparing t
o back

down, and M. Delers wrote a speech for Bruges in crder te in
timate as

much. True, it would take a radical alteration ef the Treaties to

implement his suggestion. The significant thing was that he felt

obliged tc make it at all. Thiegs have been happening, and the draught

frem them has made itself perceptible even in Brussels.

Some ef these things have been happening inside the Cemmunit
y. y-

AllIt is not only in Britain that people are becoming restive when they
find that decisions taken abcve their heads or behind their 

backs by

the Community are being enferced upen them withuui a "by ycu
r leave"

to their representative institutions. The Danes are by no means the

only cnes beside ourselves whe have watched with distaste the encroach-

ments ef the Ear pean Community into their domestic affairs.
 The

Federal Republic ef Germany has begun to understand that the
 re-unifi-

catien upon which their heart is set presents greater diffic
ulty the

deeper Germany 6ets drawn inte) the vlitical and economic integra-

 

tien cf Western Eurepe.

All this in turn hangs together with the quickcning

• 4110events in Eastern Europe, where naticns claiming the right te live in
independence under their ewn representative governments arc net dispesc

te exchange enforced membership uf one blec fer amalgamation
 into

another. There was a note of desperatien in the perverse claim of

M. Delors that "te respend to the ferces now shaking Eastern
 Eurepe

Eurepean integration has to go ferward at an accelerated rat
e". He is

well aware the opposite is the case.

When those nations lce.AK westward with a re-awakened interest
, 

"jeining Europe" means tu them something quite different fre
m political

amalgamation with a common legislature, a commcn bureaucrati
c adminis-
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tratian and a common economy. What it means to them resembles much

more closely what was held cut te the people of Britain eighteen,

twenty and twenty-five years ago. It means not to bc excluded from

the benefits and opportunities of freedom of trade, of capital

movement and of human intercourse between cur respective citizens.

It means the opposite to being met at the frontier of the old Iron

Curtain by a self-protective and self-insulated econeic and political

entity, whose frowning barrier they would otherwise be forced to scale•

I will go further and attribute the same frame of mind to certain

neutral ccuntries, by which I mean certain countries whose self-  _

recognition as well as survival depends upon standing aloof from the
/IV
Wpolitical alignments of Europe but which to lock to freedom of trade

with their neighbours on all sides as the natural compensation for any

limitation of their own resources. I mean Austria; I mean Switizerlanei

I mean Finalnd; yes, and I mean the two nations cf the Scandinavian

peninsula, toe. They also are European, and they also have been net

unmoved observers of the re-awakening of nation states in that Central

and Eastern Europe tc which they are incomparably nearer ge-c> graphically

and mentally than we British are.

For the Eurocrats at Brussels the writing is on the wall, and

they can read it as well as anybody else. Hence the wild and sudden

offer by the President of the Commission to lurch into Tedera-tion in• .

411crder, sc he says, to "protect the political pluralism of the member

states". That is the language of frightened men, who see the world

moving away from them as surely as the Europe of today is moving away

from that two-bloc pattern to which the European Economic Community

owed its inception.
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Speech by the Rt Hon. J. Enoch Powell, MBE, to the
Queen's University Belfast Ulster Uni(Jnist

1 p.m., Friday, 20th October 1989.

On the morrow of the massacre of the marines at Deal, the

Irish Foreign Secretary sent to the Secretary of State for

Northern Ireland a message of which we should not have known the

significant content if it had not been for the journalistic

vigilance of Conor Cruise O'Brien and the hospitality which he en-

joys in the columns of The Times. Why the Government decided not

to feed this particular text to their hungry sheep in the rest of

the local and national press will perhaps become clearer as I

proceed.

The message in question concluded with these words: "We

should never allow the politics of the last atrocity to deflect

or sidetrack us from achieving political progress and reform in

Northern Ireland". There is one word in that sentence which stands

out as if written in letters of fire. It is the word "politics"

used to describe the IRA's murder of the young marines at Deal.

That massacre, says Mr Collins, was "politics": the Foreign Minister

of the Irish Republic regards it as an event in "politics" and

does not expect the description to be as unintelligible to the

recipient as it would surely have been to the general public, had

it been permitted to come to their attention.--

liYou know what I mean", says Collins to Brooke, "and you know

what the Deal massacre was about. It was about politics". In case

Peter Brooke and the Prime Minister, for whom he deputizes in

Northern Ireland, did not know what the "politics" was, Collins

proceeded to interpret, using the conventional codewords "progress

and reform", which mean,when turned into clear, overt steps to

continue moving Northern Ireland out of the United Kingdom. The

message of Deal, Mr Collins informs his colleague on the Anglo-Irish

Conference, is: "Get on with implementing the Anglo-Irish Agreement -
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or else!" In the language of Treasure Island the Secretary of

State and the Prime Minister have, so Mr Collins informs them,

been "tipped the black spot".

Why then, did those who entrusted the IRA with delivering the

black spot consider it necessary to do so at this particular 

time? Answer: because rumours, probably not unfounded, have been

circulating in circles in the Northern Ireland Office where there

is a shot-line' to Dublin, to the effect that the new Secretary of

State has new instructions from the lady who appointed him. He has

been given to understand, so the grapevine indicates, that she

would now be glad to see herself well out of the Angio-Irish Agreement

s prepared U6 consider treating Northern Ireland as the integral

. *part  of the United Kingdom it is claimed to be, and intends to

take no further steps to implement the centre-piece of the Anglo-

Irish Agreement, namely, the creation of power-sharing devolved

government in the province.

That such is in fact the natural - and incidentally, the

correct - predisposition of the Prime Minister, I make little

doubt. She was a reluctant signatory of the Anglo-Irish Agreement

in 1985, the culmination of a course of events accelerated by the

Brighton Conference bombing in 1984 and by the discovery of a train

of similar outrages prepared for the summer of 1985. If Mr Brooke

is still in a state of innocence, the Prime Minister, who signed

the Agreement in November 1985 with a pistol to 116: head, hardly

needed the commentary provided by Gerry Collins to enable her to

interpret the significance - shall I use his word, and say "the

politics"? - of the atrocity at Deal. That was the extra agony

which she had to bear, a lonely agony in which, if I may be permitted,

I would like to extend to her my personal sympathy.

The IRA is in this matter not the principal but the postman.

The IRA may share the objective of forcing Ulster out of the United

Kingdom, but it does not share the gradualist method of the Anglo-

Irish Agreement and of the long-continue d course of policy since 1969
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which preceded it. The IRA's business is terrorism; but terrorism

needs allies, and terrorism is not above taking contracts. When in

1979 Mrs Thatcher and the Conservative Party planned to break that

course of policy off, Airey Neave paid the same penalty as the

marines of Deal, and the wearer of his shoes was warned by the

Northern Ireland Office that (I quote) "it was just 'not on'", beinF

contrary to "undertakings we have given about the constitutional

future of Northern Ireland". They are undertakings of which the

observance has been policed, whenever necessary, by murder.

Britain, Ulster - yes, and the Irish Republic - are the captives

of a vicious circle, a hideous entanglement which ensures that

terrorism's bloody work is continuously fuelled with the apparent

• •guarantee of ultimate success. There is one thinE, and one thing

only, to do with a vicious circle. That is to break out of it.

To do so needs courage; therein lies the strength of every vicious

circle. Only one person, a person not destitute of the quality of

courage, is in a position to break out of this vicious circle and

face down the threat conveyed by the black spot.

The result of the spell being broken, cf it being seen at last 

that Britain will treat Northern Ireland no differently from the people

of any seventeen other constituencies represented in the House of

Commons, will not be more violence, more bloodshed, but less violence,

less bloodshed, fading away in a gradual diminuendo as the message
. . _

- is absorbed. The person, the Government, the party, who do that,

410 will be liberating not only Northern Ireland but the United Kingdom
as a whole - yes, and tne Irish Republic too, for it also is caught

in the noose of the vicious circle - from the nightmare to which

politicians and public, soldiers and civilians, innocent people in

all walks of life, have lived too long condemned by no fault of

their own.
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Speech by the Rt Hon. J. Enoch Powell, MBE, to the
Annual Dinner of the Milton Keynes and District
Chamber of Commerce & Industry, at Saxon Court,
Central Milton Keynes, 7.45 p.m., Thursday, 19th

October, 1989.

'How easy it is', I reflected on listeninL to the Chancellor

of the Exchequer's speech last week, 'for a.clever man to fpol the

kneq,14 A424,4Ved
ignorant'. AeAs apparently able to take for granted the ecorfumi

illteracy of those whom he addressei, who eit not know that a

currency which is not pegged cannot be ° devalued" or thatthe-was/

busy in the middle of last year artificially bringing -eieertrt the

40. exchange rate of sterlingarLIM.

These have been miserable times for those of us who believed

that Britain had escaped at the end of the 1970's from the tyranny

of internationally fixed exchange rates and in the course of the

1980's from the fallacy that price increases cause inflation. What

wretchedness it is to watch those two ugly monsters with arms linked

again
trampling/across the face of our fair land, leaving havoc behind the:,

as they go.

There is no earthly purpose in a price unless that price is

free to move. Fix it, and you find yourselves on the road to

serfdom. There is no earthly use in the exchange rate, which after

all is just another sort of price, the price of one's own currency• ir terms of other currencies, unless it is free to move up or down. 

Every economic change anywhere on the globe, from changing fashions

to government follies, infallibly reflects itself in the relative

supply and demand for one currency in terms of all other currencies.

All that we do - what we buy, what we sell, what we produce - ne(ds

continuously to adapt itself to changing reality. Upon that chang-

ing reality in the outside world the exchange rate sheds the only

we have:
light/ it is the sole wearing mechanism between our economy and

that of the world outside. Jam that mechanism, put out that light -
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nnd we urnr- D d0Out like blind people at the mercy of our own errors.

That unfortunately is what has been Aoing on this last year cr

two. Britain has been trying desperately to control the exchange

rate of the pound, first of all forcing it down to please the

Americans, and then forcing it up to keep level with the European

Joneses. In the courSe of this insensate endeavour we have brouEht

two disasters upon our heads. To begin with, we caused inflation

by flooding the economy with fresh money. Then we crip led industr

and business by putting up the cost of credit. Thus we achieved

the prodigy of first slapping ourselves in the face and_then hitting

ourselves on the back of the head.

The root of all the trouble was the futile and foolish ambition

to manage the exchange rate of the pound sterling. The Federal

Reserve Bank of the USA and the Bundesbank of the German Federal

Republic may have found the act very amusing. For us it was disas-

trous and quite unnecessary. Let the pound like any other price

find its level in the market and the need to inflate the currency

or to fiddle with interest rates disappears. "But I have to do it",

protests the Chancellor of the Exchequer, "because if the pound

goes down cur

imports become dearer and that causes inflation'i. I am sorry to

have to use hard language, but that is sheer spoof.

Inflation is when all prices go up, which can only happen when• the quantity of money in circulation is increasing. If the supply

of money is static, there may be a rise in one set of prices but

it must be offset by a fall in all other prices, there is a change,

that is to say, in relative prices - some thinEs get dearer and

ot!nerscheaper. It is not the rise in some prices which puts more

money into circulation, tut the increase of money in circulation

which forces all prices to rise. If imports get relatively dearer,

that does not, cannot, cause inflation. What it dces is tc make

our economic behaviour respond to a real change in cur situation.
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We get into a wrong way of thinking about all this because

the value of money has to be measured, in default of anythin
E

better, by the index of retail prices. So when all prices arc

rising, we pick out those that are rising relatively to othe
rs and

exclaim, "There you are, it's the new potato's,or the new po
stal

rates, or the mortgage interest that has caused inflation". 
It

simply isn't. There was no ne'd at all for the Chancellor to fight

the Bundesbank to see who could push up interest rates faste
r. We

only had tc sit back and allow the exchange rate to spell ou
t the

consequences of the Germans paying higher rates of interest.

What then can the Chancellor do to reduce the rate of inflat
ion

IIIThe candid answer to that question is: noting whatsoever. There

is no procedure for getting the genie back into the bottle. 
The

money splurEe created by easy credit eighteen months ago can
not be

counteracted by over-tight credit now. We simply have to sweat it

out until the flood of new money, of which the creation was 
permitted

and even encouraged by easy credit last year, in the endeavo
ur to

rig the sterling exchange rate downwards, will have worked 
its way

Eradually through the system into final prices. When that process

is complete, inflation will revert to pre-1988 levels, if nc
t

lower - unless the same f lly is to be repeated. I hope it will

not be, and I make my modest contribution here and now tonig
ht in

 

//UP Milton Keynes towards preventing a repetition. /fin this week
, when

 

" 411the House of Commons has resumed after the intoxIcation of the
various party conferences, it is a solemn reflection that an

administration which ten years ago was bent upon eliminating

politician-made distortion from the functioning: of the British

economy, could have tumbled into repeating so ignominiously 
the

errors of a past wher fixed exchane rates (which of course means

fudged exchange rates) were current wisdom. how could it make the

old mistake again? Some might cynically wonder whether the grasp

of the Conservative Party upon the underlying theory of its
 Leone. ic
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policy was ever sufficiently sound or sure. I do not myself

point the finger in that direction. I believe they erred with

their eyes open. They immolated their economic policy and the

country's economic achievements upon the altar of European Monetary

Union. It was in offering incense at that shrine that Nigel Lawson

ran himself, and us, into the miseries of the last eighteen months.

inside
Of course, / a political and monetary union - such, for example,

as the United States or, come to that, the United Kingdom - there is

no exchange rate at all. Hence the ambition of your Eurocrats td

pave thc road to economic unicn by way of a compulsory system of

fixed exchange rates.

That phase however is in my opinion passing. The future of

the European Community - at least as a political and monetary unit -

has become decidedly bleak. Its hith point, the zenith of its hold

upon politicians' minds, has passed, and new, more flexible formulae

are being sought, into which exchange rates frec to perform their

preper function as a price mechanism fit snugly. In that differently

minded Europe now visible ahead, there will no longer be the tempta-

tion to repeat the errors of 198d-89, for which Britain is suffcriag

and will for some little while yet continue to suffer.
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Speech by the Rt Hon. J. Enoch Powell, MBE, to a lunchtim
e

meeting of the Monday Club at the Savoy Hotel, Queen's Pa
rade,

Blackpool, at 1 p.m., Thursday, 12th October, 1989.

It is a peculiar sensation for me in 1989 to be addressing
 a

meetinE on the fringe of the Conservative Party's Annual 
Conference;

fcr I find myself today less on the fringe of that Party 
than I

have done for nearly twenty years. When elected as a Conservative

candidate in 1970, I warned my future constituents that I would not

consent to any arranwements which infringed the sovereign
 indepen-

dence of the Parliament of the United Kindom. was acao-n-iTif y 

one of those who voted in 1972 against the European Commu
nities Bil)

which enacted that very infringement on a more extensive 
scale than

anybody had previously thought possible. We came within eight votes

of defeating: the Bill; but passed it was. Unable to reconcile my-

self to depriving the British people of their immemorial right to

make their laws, enact their taxes and control their gove
rnment

through their own parliament, I ceased to be a member of 
the

Conservative Party when the parliament elected in 1970 wa
s dissolved.

Then began for me a period of fiteen years durinie which I

have been proud to belong to another political party, sma
ll

numerically, I admit - that doesn't seem to bother anybod
y these

daysi - but one which has never accepted the abrogation o
f Britain's

rights as an independent self-roverning nation. But times change

and the world changes. A remarkable and unanticipated enlargement

of perspective has taken place recently and is still taki
ng place in

Britain's contemplation of its relationship with the Euro
pean continer

Sc long as the old simplistic picture of "East" and "West
 ,

which still belatedly lingers in conventional nomenclatur
e, remained

ore ible, the existence of two blocs in Europe and Britai
n's

automatic membership of the "Western" bloc was sufficient
 to abort

closer observation and deeper reflection. That was the basic

posture of NATO; Britain belonged to NATO; so that was that, and
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why look further?

It was never a really satisfactory picture; and as time moved

onward from the Berlin Blockade of the hectic later 1940's, it

became less and less satisfactory. It was essentially an import

from the United States, always disposed to survey the rest of man-

kind around the alebe through lenge-ranee telescopes suitable for

exploring other planets. The comfortable mytholoay of the United

States discerned two worlds here on earth, free and bond, good and

evil, of which one under the protection of America basked in the

light of liberty while t e other groaned under "the evil empire"

of Communism. In Europe the frontier between the two worlds was

plainly demarcated by Churchill's "Iron Curtain", marked physically

on the around by such frowning frontiers as the Berlin Wall.

In those days it was a corollary of belongina to NATO, of being

loyal to NATO, that countries including ours which lay to the west

of the Iron Curtain, being united in a common dependency for their

defence and thus their very survival, should expect and seek to

be unififed in more intimate respects also, starting with a "single

market" and going_ on from there to political unity, which is a

euphemism for single Lovernment.

That was the atmosphere and that the theoloy within which,
. _ - - ----

. as the Deputy Director of Chatham House has written recently, "both

Eisenhower and Kennedy pushed the Macmillan government towards

Britain's first approach to join the European Economic Community,

downplaying the significance of that political shift". The pecu-

liarity cf a single European market which includes Greece and aspires

to include Turkey is explained by the relationship between this

concept of the EEC and the distribution of America's bases. Since

"democracy" is America's badge of the West, the "free world", the

doctrine has evolved that ipso facto members ef the European

Community are democratic and that their membership of it requires,

and in that sense Fuarantees, that they so continue.
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Over all this picture, over all these familiar assumpt
ions,

a transformation has passed, like sunshine breadenim 
across a

hitherto clouded landscape. Even the United States, let alcne its

European allies, have ceased to reEard the Eastern blo
c  as

autematically and inveterately their enemy. The hypothesis of an

inherently agEressive East has dissolved in men's mind
s, removing

with its disappearance the sense of nations huddled tc
eether for

protection under the almightly winEs cf the American c
able. This

is not all. The Eastern bloc itself is disintecrating inte units

of
cf a kind/which until recently it was bad manners tc a

dmit the

-.ere  
existence. Yes, I do, I do mean "nation states".

Britain among many other democratic countries has been
 keen

to hail, to enceuraee and to aid the claim by these st
ates to

complete national independence and self-determination. 
Thus a

Europe el' two antagonistic blocs is bein replaced while we watch

by an older and, to British policy, a more familiar Eu
rope, a

Eurepe ef the nations.

In his recent speech at the United Nations the Soviet 
ferein

minister Shevardnadze drew the deduction that semethin
g which the

19th century called the Concert of Europe wculd need t
c be created.

He was, thou0i perhaps he did not realise it, talkinE 
English; fer

Britain's policy has historically been to seek in Euro
pe a settle-

ment by which severeiin natien states can cc-exist wit
h the peace

cf the Continent and the security ef their neiEhbeurs.
 In the con-

struction ef this Cencert of Europe, Britain and Russi
a are by their

respective situations and their respective strateEic s
trenEths the

natural partners.

Our i--evernment has been quick to reco;enize that in the
 altered

Europe which I have described a European Community whi
ch aims at

converting itself inte a centralized super-state is an
 anachronism.

Hence the Prime Fiinister's declaraticn just ever a year ai.b
 that

Britain's aim was not unification but ce-eperation, ce
-eperation
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between independent severeiEn states. There is in all this

nothing inconsistent with the fundamental condition always

guaranteed to the British public that our laws, cur economy and

our policy would remain exclusively under the control cf Parliament

That condition the Conservative Party, as the national party, is

once apain called to assert.

It will net be deinE so in a vacuum. The Labour Party with

their genius for untimely candour have announced that if the

British Parliament fails to make the sort of laws and pursue the

sorts of policy they want to see, then Britain ouEht to be ccerced

, by the European ammunity. How delihtful that the European

Co munity new fills the place in socialist thinking which used ta

be occupied by the Comintern: if you can't persuade yur fellow

countrymen tc de as you wish, call in a power from outside to

jolly well compel them.

There is in the next year cr two, I anticipate, goinL to be

a General Election. I can imaine no prposition more likely to

command the support of electors at that election than tc invite

them to affirm that they and no one  els,i; are  goinL to decide the law,

the taxes and the governance of the United Kingdom. It is an affir-

mation in line with a new Europe where Britain's will be the

, :ect;J6;1 iroe-
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Address by the Rt Hon. J. Enoch Powell, MBE, to
the Rally of Women Against the Ordination of Women

at the Assembly Hall, Tunbridge Wells, at 1.30 p.m.
Saturday, 7 October 1989.

The General Synod of the Church of England has been assured

by respectable sources that there is no theological objection to

a woman being ordained priest or doing all those things which in

the law of the Church of England only a priest can do. That advice

the General Synod has accepted by its favourite method for ascer-

taining theological truth, a method borrowed by it from Parliamen
t

next door, which however uses the method for a quite different pu
r-

pose. I refer of course to majority vote by counting of heads.

I have no desire to disagree with the General Synod on the

advice it had been given; but what on earth has theology to do wit'n

the matter? The Church is not derivative from theology, as thouEh

its faith and worship had been constructed from theology on logical

principles, 3omcwhat as a bridge might be constructed by applying

the rules of dynamics and mechanics. The relationship is quite the

other way round. Theology discours s about the faith and worship

of the Church and for that purpose it applies methods of rational

discourse which are requisite upon any other subject. They are not

however the only methods available. The faith and worship of the

Church might, if desired, be discoursed upon using other speculat
ive

instruments - sociology, for example, or anthropology, or histori
o-

graphy.

I have no quarrel with cr complaint against such exercises.

All I place on record is that the faith and worship of the Church

are not capable of being deduced from them. Let me indulge at this

early point in a digression which I hope may not prove irrelevant
.

Thanks to the Dean and Chapter of the Collegiate Church of

St Peter at Westminster I enjoy the inexpressible blessing, for

which I am duly grateful, of taking Communion there according - or
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more or less according - to the forms enacted in 1662 by the

Crown in Parliament. There is however a moment at which I am stii-.L

liable to be quite startled. It is when the celebrant, with his

back turned to God, raises his hands in the orantes gesture which

untold generations have used when approaching their gods on behalf

of their people, and addresses me - yes me, apparently - as

"Almighty God, our heavenly Father".

I think I know the reason why. I am sure there is no theolo-

gical reason against his facing me - or is it the great West

And I am sure the General Synod by a majority of votes would con-

firm that. But that is not the reason. I know also about the

construction of Homan private houses in the early centuries AD,

where thu atrium with its exedra was no doubt used for the

Eucharist. I even know that in this my own land the universally

present apses which imply such a position wore superseded only

about 800 years ago by the good old English oblong chancels, which

reject suet, an implication. These facts however are not the reasons

why the celebrant in the Abbey now turns his back to the East and

faces West. The real reason is that there has been a revolution

elsewhere, and our clergy do not want to be left behind. All over

Catholic Europe the great gothic or baroque altars with their

triptyches and baldachins are gathering dust while on the edge of

the chancel steps there stands a plain table adorned only with a

microphone.

Theology has provided a theology for this revolution, and the

other disciplines have come along with arguments and evidence. The

fact remains: there has hen a revolution in faith and worship,

and the Church of England has scrambled to catch up.

We must in no circumstances be the odd man out; we must at

all costs keep up with fashion. What an irony, when the Church of

England's guiding principle is the Augustinian formula, securus

iudicat orbis terrarum - in rough translation, ° what everybody else
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is doing must be right; we have to follow suit'. Nobody is

going to tell me that, if other churches had not decided t
o

ordain women priests, the General Synod would have set abou
t

discovering that there is no theological objection to it. 
I go

further. Nobody is going to tell me that if the politicians had

not discovered that sex discrimination ought to be declared
 con-

trary to secular law, the General Synod would have bothered
 its

head about the theology. It is not theology throuEh which the

Church of England is today threatened with an internal divi
sion

that its members dread and abhor. It is something Gifferent.

There has been a revolution elsewhere. There is a now fashion

elsewhere. Will the Church of England fall into line or will it

not?

By what means then should we seek to persuade our Church,

its members, its communicants, its clergy, its prelates? Nctby

theology; that is a broken reed. Not by appeals to history,

ck;

to tradition, to what others elsewhere do or/net de. Pardon me

if a politician by profession commends the methods and the
 con-

cepts of his own trade.

Vast changes have taken place in the Church of

England, some not without severe internal dissent, in the 
three

centuries since it was secured and in a manner re-establish
ed at

the bloodless Revolution of 1689. They have been changes which

in retrospect we perceive not tG have altered its essential

character and for which today, if we are honest, we confes
s our-

selves tc be grateful. There have also been changes which thc

Church of England found it impossible to admit, found inco
mpatible

with what its members collectively felt to be its nature. We

shall net discover a definition that will draw a line betw
een the

two sorts of change. The proof is, in the last resort, empirical.

The limits cf tolerance, though real, cannot in the nature
 of

things be defined in advance.
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It was recognized that to accept the Puritan view 
of the

sacraments and the priesthood lay beyond those lim
its. The result.

was tolerated non-conformity. Later it was recognized that the

Catholic inheritance of the Church of England coul
d not ex-

tend to repudiation cf the supreme authority over it of
 the 

Crcwn in Parliament. The result was to re-draw the boundaries

in England between the established &lurch and the 
Roman allegiance

of a part cf the population. These great decisions were reached

by the force of what politicians, with irritatinE 
but unavoidable

vagueness, describe as "public opinion". More pompous and preten-

tious terms can be devised; but they afford no help. We are

describing an indescribable, and failinE to define
 an indefinable.

It is that something "up with which people will no
t ut". Who for

that purpose "people" are, and how they indicate "
not puttinE up

with" eludes precision, but is nonetheless real fo
r that.

If the "people" (undefined) of the Church of Engla
nd will

"not put up with" (undefined) the extension to its
 priesthood of

the fasicnable revolution which sex equality repre
sents, the

result must be a new boundary bdween the Church of
 England and

the remainder of what ifs sometimes inaccurately called the

Anglican church - inaccurately, because the so-called Anglican

Communion embraces a multiplicity of authorities a
nd jurisdictions

incompatible with the natural meaning of "church".

That new boundary will be a lesser evil compared w
ith over-

t
ridinheg/limits of tolerance within the Church of En

gland itself.

In fact, it may be seriously questioned whether th
e gnglican

Communion is not dangerously obsolete itself. Common historical
story

origin, a common historical origin interwoven with
 the /of the

former British Empire, carries no implication of c
ontinuing and

exigible uniformity of any sort.14
we ought by now at the end of

the 20th century to be intellectually and emotiona
lly capable of

according full autonomy to other churches in matte
rs of faith and

Hi7 Grace of Canterbury's position in relati ci to the .71ican Com-

munion appears to havE2 beeh irituna tood on the arloy o that

Head of the Commonwealth. Both positions are cevpi

...117 real ontent: t the r lics of a bast Brit oh endsavour

pretend reali
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worship without the tacit coercion of expected conformity,

even if it is coercion which we can seek to apply only to our-

selves. The Church of England has learned to live in mutual

tolerance with the self-governing churches and sects of non-

conformity. It has learned to live in mutual and happily growing

tolerance with the Roman and Orthodox Churches, churches acknow-

ledging fcrms of authority which it does net recognize fur itsc:f

Such a Church of England can learn to live in mutual toler-

ance and respect with those Anglican churches which have found

possible to bring the revolution of sexcquality within their own

limits of self-recognition. I hope we shall not be prevented fro!:

doing se by false pride and imperialist delusions about uur place

in the world or by the meek humility of supposing ourselves to

be in the wrong whenever we are not in the fashion.

•


